Conventionally, the determination of triclinic crystal structures is accomplished by X-ray or electron diffraction techniques together with subsequent structure refinement. Recently, a new technique for determining unknown Bravais lattices based on electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) pattern has been successfully developed [1, 2] . In this paper, the advantage of this technique is demonstrated. As far as we know, for the first time, the triclinic Bravais lattice of unknown bulk crystalline materials is directly determined using a single EBSD pattern.
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The crystals of albite and wollastonite were chosen for intensity simulation by means of a software DynamicS (Bruker-Nano) [3] . The simulated EBSD pattern of albite (a1 = 0.8290 nm, b1 = 1.2966 nm, c1 = 0.7151 nm, a1 = 91.18°, b1 = 116.31°, g1 = 90.14° [4] ) was then treated as a pattern originated from an unknown crystal and used to determine its Bravais lattice, as shown in Figure 1a . The pattern is overlaid by blue lines (marking the virtual traces of diffracting lattice planes) and red circles (representing the zone axes). The red hyperbola segments located in the four corners of Figure 1a are calculated after determining the pattern, which show a convincing correlation to the corresponding edges of the simulated Kikuchi bands, and hence indicating that the traces (blue lines) and zone axes (red circles) have been correctly aligned for the lattice determination. It is interesting to note that the derived Bravais lattice belongs to the primitive triclinic (with a2 = 0.7208 nm, b2 = 0.7752 nm, c2 = 0.7770 nm, a2 = 114.68°, b2 = 102.99°, g2 = 104.75°), which is quite different from that used for the pattern simulation. The reason is explained as follows. Figure 1b presents the atomic arrangement of the crystal albite, viewed along its c1 axis. There is a correspondence between the two sets of basis vectors (a1, b1, c1 and a2, b2, c2) , cf. the red and blue background, respectively. It can be found that (1) Inversely, (2) According to the published crystal structure and Eqs. (1) and (2), the parameters of the blue unit cell can be calculated to be a2 = 0.7151 nm, b2 = 0.7686 nm, c2 = 0.7703 nm, a2 = 114.81°, b2 = 102.78°, g2 = 104.86°, which are quite close to the determined parameters based on Figure 1a . Moreover, all atomic relative coordinates (with respect to a1, b1, c1) in the published structure (red background) can be translated into the unit cell (defined by a2, b2, c2) and exactly superpose those atoms inside the unit cell with blue background. This result strongly suggests that the determined unit cell in the present paper can correctly describe the crystal structure of albite. In fact, the unit cell defined by the basis vectors a1, b1, c1 is actually "base-centered triclinic" which does not exist in the 14 Bravais lattices. During the 3-dimentional reconstruction, both the reduction treatment from a primitive cell to one of the Niggli cells and the corresponding reduction algorithm can only result in a primitive triclinic Bravais lattice, rather than the non-primitive triclinic [5] . Moreover, the parameters of a triclinic unit cell should be conventionally specified to obey the requirement of a < b < c. As a result, it is apparent that the primitive triclinic cell of the crystal albite can be correctly recognized by means of a single EBSD pattern [6] .
